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Weather 

Forecasting 

For 

Mountaineering 
By Curt Mobley 

Anyone who has spent much time in the moun-
tains knows just how capricious mountain weath-
er can be. Every serious climber occasionally 
becomes involved in an unplanned retreat over 
vergiassed rock or is caught on an exposed ridge 
by an electrical storm. And the potentially fatal 
consequences of being caught unprepared by a 
major storm are a part of the adventure of a multi-
day climb. It is not an overstatement, then, to say 
that one of the skills every mountaineer should 
acquire is the ability to make reasonably accurate 
short range weather forecasts using only observed 
wind and cloud patterns. 

The intent of this article is to describe a few 
common weather systems whose behavior can be 
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Figure 1. 

Figure 1. Typical structure of a mature cyclone. Drawing by Clare Villanti. 

predicted with some certainty. One cannot learn 
forecasting from a book any more than one can 
learn climbing. However, the "recipes" described 
below apply to the most frequently occurring and 
most predictable situations, and even an elemen-
tary knowledge of these systems is of great value 
in the field. So without further rambling, let us 
begin. 

Basic Cyclone Structure 
Before discussing specific cloud and wind pat-

terns, it is worthwhile to take a look at the overall 
structure of a low pressure system. Such a system 
is called a "cyclone" by meteorologists (not to be 
confused with a tornado) and produces bad weath- 

er in many forms. A typical cyclone goes through 
a period of growth and decay lasting about a week 
from start to finish. During this time the system 
may travel thousands of miles, moving generally 
from west to east. Although there is great vari-
ability between individual cyclones, the simplified 
diagram of figure 1 is a reasonably accurate depic-
tion of a "middle-aged" system. 

In figure 1, "low" shows the storm center, the 
area of lowest surface air pressure. The double 
arrow shows the northeasterly direction of move-
ment of the overall system, and the single arrows 
show the wind directions near the earth's surface. 
The scalloped region shows the cloud cover as 
would be seen from space. The line extending 
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Figure 2. 
Mares' tail cirrus clouds. 
Photo by Ron Smith 
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southwest from the low is the position of the cold 
front at the earth's surface, and the line extending 
southeast from the low locates the surface warm 
front. The dashed lines AB and CD refer to the 
positions of vertical cross-sections discussed in the 
following sections. The horizontal scale of this 
figure is several hundred miles. Indeed, a well 
developed cold front may stretch over a thousand 
miles from the parent low. 

With figure 1 as a reference, let us now discuss 
in more detail the cloud and wind patterns associ-
ated with a cyclone. 

Warm Fronts 
A warm front is simply a surface along which 

warm air is replacing relatively cooler air. In sum-
mer a warm front passage might raise the temper-
ature from 70°F to 80°F at some given location. 
At the same location in winter, a warm front 
might raise the temperature from, say, 10°F to 
20°F. In the former case any precipitation will fall 
as rain, in the latter case as snow. 

Suppose a cyclone is approaching from the 
southwest. If the low passes by to the northwest, 
one sees a sequence of clouds like that along line 
AB. This cloud sequence develops in a well defined 
and continuous fashion, and allows one to predict 
the approach of the warm front with considerable 
confidence. 

The first clouds to arrive are cirrus clouds, often 
in the form of "mares tails" as shown in figure 2. 
These clouds are at high altitude, around 30,000 
feet, and are so thin that they show no shading 
and do not diminish the light of the sun or moon. 

However, the mere appearance of individual 
cirrus clouds or of cirrus in patches is not an omen 
of bad weather. Only if the initial cirrus clouds 
later blend into a continuous sheet of cirrus cover-
ing the entire sky does one begin to expect an 
approaching storm. Such a sheet of cirrus may 
appear as a uniform, featureless veil termed cirro-
stratus, or may show ripple patterns or numerous 
small cloudlets, in which case the term cirro-
cumulus is used. In either case the message is the 
same, and the cirro-cumulus will usually give way 
to cirro-stratus. Figure 3 shows cirro-cumulus 
clouds. 

Precipitation follows cirro-stratus within 24 
hours about 50 percent of the time. A halo may be 
observed around the sun or moon when cirro-
stratus is present. Precipitation follows in about 
two-thirds of the cases in which a halo is observed. 

As the warm front continues to approach, the 
cirro-stratus clouds gradually thicken and darken 
to form alto-stratus clouds at altitudes from 6,000 
to 20,000 feet. Alto-stratus may be quite uniform 
and gray, or may show wavy striations or a cellu-
lar pattern, termed alto-cumulus. The location of 
the sun can barely, if at all, be determined through 
an alto-stratus layer. The arrival of alto-stratus is 
an almost certain indicator of protracted precipi-
tation. In about two-thirds of the cases precipi-
tation will begin within six hours. Note in figure 4 
that indistinct, darker clouds may form beneath 
the alto-stratus layer. 

Precipitation may begin from thick alto-stratus, 
or these clouds may continue to thicken and lower 
into nimbo-stratus before precipitation begins. 
Nimbo-stratus is a uniform layer of low altitude 
clouds which encloses mountain peaks, and often 
the valleys as well, in a dense fog. Turbulence may 
break the nimbo-stratus into the ragged, irregular 
cloud masses often seen on mountainsides during 
rainy weather. 

In recapitulation, it must be emphasized that it 
is the sequence of cloud types which foretells the 
arrival of wet weather. Although the cirrus to 
cirro-stratus to alto-stratus sequence does not 
guarantee that precipitation will follow, in almost 
all instances in which warm front precipitation 
does occur, the clouds will have given ample 
warning. 

An additional clue to the arrival of bad weather 
is the appearance of a cloud cap or lenticular cloud 
on or downwind from mountain peaks. Cloud caps, 
if present, usually appear at the alto-stratus stage 
and will continue to grow in size if bad weather is 
to follow. On the other hand, a shrinking cloud cap 
indicates that drier air and better weather are 
approaching. 

The discussion above has taken us from fair 
weather to foul. The obvious question now is, 
"Once precipitation has begun, how long will it 
last?" In contrast to its arrival, the duration of the 
bad weather is nearly impossible to predict in the 
field. If only a single cyclone is passing by, the 
warm front precipitation may last 8 to 24 hours. 
Often, however, a family of several cyclones 
hooked together passes by one right after the 
other, and the unfortunate climber experiences day 
after day of miserable weather. 

Ahead of the warm front winds will be light and 
from the southeast, as shown in figure 1. After the 
front itself passes, the winds remain light but 
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Figure 4. A uniform alto-stratus layer with darker clouds beneath. Light rain began falling within the hour. 
Photo by Curt Mobley 
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Figure 5. A vertical cross-section through a warm front. The motion is from left to right, and the horizontal distance from 
A to B is several hundred miles. Drawing by Clare Villanti. 
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Figure 6 

Cumulus humilis 

clouds which developed 24 

hours after a cold front 

passage. 

Photo by Curt Mobley 
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Figure 8 

Cumulus con gestus 

clouds at noon. The 

morning began cloudless. 

Photo by Curt Mobley 

come from the southwest. A noticeable rise in the Figure 5 summarizes this section with a vertical 

temperature also accompanies the arrival of the cross-section along line AB of figure 1. 

front. After the front passes, precipitation will 
cease and the clouds may dissipate. But the warm Cold Fronts 
air mass is moist; thus one may experience fog, or A cold front is a surface along which cold air is 

daily formation of cumulus clouds and thunder- replacing relatively warmer air. For the observer in 

showers in summer. the field, a cold front is somewhat the opposite of a 
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Figure 7. 

Figure 7. A vertical cross-section through a cold front. The motion is from left to right, and the horizontal distance from 
C to D is several hundred miles. Drawing by Clare Villanti. 

warm front: it gives almost no advance warning of 
its approach, but once a cold front does arrive an 
accurate forecast of the weather to follow can be 
made. 

Suppose the center of the cyclone passes by far 
to the north of the observer. Then a succession of 
clouds like that along line CD of figure 1 is seen. 
Before the arrival of the front, temperatures are 
warm and winds are light and from the southwest. 
The clouds associated with the front lie in a nar-
row band typically a hundred miles or so wide. The 
front may travel at speeds of thirty miles per hour 
relative to the ground. 

In summer there is often violent thunderstorm 
activity ahead of or along a cold front. The best 
warning one can hope for is a glimpse of the 
thunderstorms (cumulo-nimbus clouds) bearing 
down from the west or northwest. Precipitation is 
heavy and can occur as rain, hail, or snow. In 
winter brief but heavy snow is characteristic of the 
front, although there may be no precipitation at 
all. 

However, the duration of the stormy weather is 
brief, typically a few hours. After the front passes, 
there is rapid clearing of the clouds, and the wind 
abruptly shifts from southwest to northwest and 
becomes strong and gusty. The temperature 
usually drops ten degrees or more within a few 
hours. 

While an unexpected cold front may cause great 
misery on the day of its arrival, it more than 
atones for its unpredictability by bringing several  

days of fine weather behind it. The cold air mass is 
dry and so the sky may remain cloudless for two 
or three days. It is common, however, for the sky 
to be clear at sunrise and then for small cumulus 
humilis clouds to develop by noon. Such clouds are 
shown in figure 6. Note that these clouds appear 
flattened and show no vertical development. In 
winter the cumulus humilis may continue to form 
until there is a shallow layer of strato-cumulus 
clouds by midday. This overcast will usually dis-
sipate at sundown; in any case there will be no 
precipitation. 

Figure 7 summarizes with a vertical cross-
section along line CD of figure 1. 

A Typical Summer Day 

As has been seen, fronts are associated with dis-
tinctive weather patterns. Most of the time 
though, no fronts are in the immediate area, and 
the weather behaves differently from what has 
been described above. Since climbers are most 
active in the summer, it is probably worth discus-
sing what might be termed "a typical summer day 
in the mountains." 

In the absence of any nearby cyclones, the 
weather is governed by the diurnal heating of the 
sun. Thus, the day begins clear, or nearly so, after 
a pleasant night. As soon as the sun begins heat-
ing the mountain slopes, warm air currents begin 
rising. These currents cause the formation of small 
cumulus clouds on or above the peaks. The appear- 
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ance of these clouds by midmorning is the first 
indication of possible thunderstorms in the after-
noon. As the day progresses, these clouds may 
continue to grow into cumulus congestus as shown 
in figure 8. Note that in contrast to the clouds of 
figure 6, these clouds show considerable vertical 
development and a darkened appearance. Not 
dangerous themselves, the cumulus congestus 
move quickly and can rapidly develop into rain 
showers or thunderstorms in the afternoon, and so 
require careful watching as one climbs. 

After sundown, when the solar driving force be-
hind the clouds has been turned off, the cumulus 
will begin to dissipate. If large thunderstorms 
have developed in the afternoon, they may con-
tinue during the night, but their energy will be 
spent by morning. The entire cycle then begins 
anew. A sufficiently early start to gain the summit 
by noon will usually allow the climber to enjoy the 
afternoon lightning from the safety of base camp. 

Further Advice 
Knowledge of the three weather patterns dis-

cussed above often enables one to make an accu-
rate forecast of the day's weather. There are, of 
course, many other weather producing situations 
which have not been mentioned in this brief arti-
cle, for example, occluded and stationary fronts 
and large scale upsiope winds. These situations are 
difficult to interpret from field observations alone 
and are perhaps best regarded as situations which 
one can not expect to forecast. 

There is nevertheless a simple way to improve 
the accuracy of a field forecast: do your home-
work. Watch the local weather forecast on televis-
ion each day to find out what sort of weather 
system is approaching, and then watch the 
developing cloud and wind patterns. One gradually 
builds up a feeling for what a warm front, say, 
looks like. 

Every area has its own characteristic weather 
patterns, which are determined by local geog-
raphy. Keen daily observation over a long period 
of time allows one to construct a set of forecast 
rules applicable to a particular area. For example, 
a climber in the Cascades will observe that a per-
sistent wind from the west often brings fog and 
continuous light rain. This is because such a wind 
brings moisture from the Pacific, which then con-
denses as the air rises over the coastal mountains. 
This is an example of upsiope precipitation. A 
climber in the Colorado Rockies, however, will find  

that the same west wind is a dry one, since the air 
is coming from the intermountain desert regions to 
the west where no large source of moisture is avail-
able. 

Also, most areas tend to have a particular type 
of weather during certain months of the year. The 
Colorado Rockies, for example, average 40 to 50 
days a summer with thunderstorms. The Cascades 
on the other hand average less than 10 thunder-
storm days in the same period. Knowing in ad-
vance what weather is most likely to occur enables 
one to make a more educated forecast when in the 
field. 

Observation of rises and falls in the air pressure 
can add great confidence to a forecast based on 
clouds and winds, but barometers (altimeters) are 
quite expensive. If one wants to go to this ex-
treme, the money would be better spent on a radio 
capable of receiving periodic weather reports. On a 
day to day basis the National Weather Service 
forecasts are correct over 80 percent of the time. 
Also, certain events, such as cold front passages, 
are quite predictable given the tools and global 
observation network available to the professional 
meteorologist, so an up-to-date forecast from the 
radio can be of the greatest value in the field. 

It should be noted that this article describes 
weather patterns in the midlatitudes, roughly the 
latitudes from the U.S.-Mexico border to Alaska. 
Near the equator the whole business of highs, 
lows, and fronts does not even exist, and in some 
regions of the world weather patterns are much 
different due to a monsoon circulation. But by the 
time most climbers graduate to Peru or the 
Himalayas, they know far more about mountain 
weather than could ever be put on paper. 

And, finally, don't be disappointed when you 
blow a forecast. The atmosphere is one of the most 
complex systems ever studied. It is turbulent and 
inherently unpredictable, and the laws governing 
its behavior are only partially understood. There is 
infinite variety in cyclones. If not enough moisture 
is available, one may get the well developed cloud 
system shown in figure 1 but little or no precipi-
tation. Or, if the cyclone is in the early stages of 
development, one may get precipitation before the 
characteristic cloud patterns have had time to 
develop. If the cyclone center follows a distant 
trajectory, the observer may see only a corner of 
the cloud system. And so on ad infinitum. The 
object of this game is to learn to take advantage of 
those systems which are predictable. El 
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Acposs the 

North Cascades in 1882 
By Fred Beckey 

The reports of Captain John C. Frdmont became 
models, representative examples of 19th Century 
scientific reports written in the style of literary 
romanticism. Fre'mont's 1843-1844 expedition sur-
veying the Oregon Trail was a chronicle of heroic 
adventure which captured national attention and 
made him a hero in his time. A carefully trained 
observer, his reports became models. He was the 
archtype figure of the Topographic Engineers, and 
his narrative reveals the emotional quality of his 
experience in first penetrating the mountainous 
wilderness. 

The deeds of many early Pacific Northwest ex-
plorers were shrouded in anonymity. Though most 
of the official reports of governmental field explor-
ation were published as individual public docu-
ments, such accounts were generally written in 
such perfunctory language as to nearly obscure the 
magnitude of the accomplishment. This was quite 
characteristic of government agencies, who were 
inclined to limit the official account to triangula-
tion figures and technical data. The pre-Civil War 
time was the age of classification. Public docu-
ments embodied in the annual reports of the 
Secretary of War from 1839-1861 included reports 
of the Chief of the Topographical Engineers. These 
illustrated a wide range of projects undertaken by 
the Army. 

As the century came toward an end, the North 
Cascades were still little-known and the U.S. 
Army had not really proved out routes from Lake 
Chelan, the great ice-originated lake on the east 
flank of the range. It fell to Lt. Henry C. Pierce to 
be selected to cross the range in 1882 as sympto-
matic of a deeper malaise within the frontier 
society. Pierce engaged a civilian artist, Alfred  

Downing, who had already distinguished himself 
with cartography for the Corps of Engineers, and 
it is to him we owe a great debt of vivid sketches 
of this most unique adventure. Unlike the sketch-
ing in military reports that generally survived 
from that era, overly formal and often exaggerated 
in topographic reality (as per F.W. Egloffstein, 
with Fre'mont). 

Downing's delightful replicas have a vitality 
that bring to life the highlights of the wilderness 
exploration and even suggest his rare quality of 
humor. A microfilm copy of the report, The 
unknown north-west, 1882 at the University of 
Washington, includes sketches, some reproduced 
here (the manuscript was published in 1883 as 
United States Army. Columbia Department. 
Report of an expedition from Fort Colville to 
Puget Sound) in the public domain, which is still 
so nearly unknown that a review has bibilographi-
cal justification in its relation to Cascade history 
and pioneering. Pierce's writing was an exception 
to the and realms of military reports, showing a 
richness of allusion in his prose. His wide range of 
references show affinity to nature, as did Words-
worth, Thoreau and Muir. The overall style is that 
of the Romantic. Pierce's reaction to the piquant 
charm of the east slope of the North Cascades 
(August 15) has an enduring place in the literature 
of these mountains: "As one looks down from the 
commanding table-lands upon the Methow Valley, 
a scene of peculiar loveliness is presented: West-
ward, the mountains, thinly grown with yellow 
pine and fir, rise abruptly, towering peak on peak, 
until, in the distance, their summits are clad in 
perpetual snow. . . . the Methow, fringed with pop-
lars, balms, and evergreens, winds its tortuous 
course as if reluctant to quit so fair a landscape. 
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Here and there the stream emerges from its covert 
of green, coyly displaying the charm of gliding 
waters, so clear that the smooth granite bowiders 
beneath their surface may be distinctly seen from 
the distant heights." 

The report of Captain George B. McClellan indi-
cated there was a foot trail from the Methow River 
to a stream emptying into the head of Lake 
Chelan, then crossing "very steep and lofty moun-
tains" to finally reach the Skagit River. Indians 
who joined the exploration told him they paddled 
up the lake and used a steep foot trail to the 
summit. In 1879, a year before Camp Chelan was 
established by the Army, Lt. Thomas W. Symons 
(Corps of Engineers) and Lt. Col. Henry C. 
Merriam went about 24 miles up Lake Chelan in a 
dugout paddled by In-na-ma-setch-a and his two 
sons. Symons considered "It is the most grandly 
beautiful lake that I have ever seen. . - . The water 
is of diamond-like clearness and yet in places no 
sight can penetrate to the bottom of its liquid 
depths." In 1880 Merriam made an instrument 
survey up the lake, possibly to the head. That year 
Downing became adrift in a small boat on the 
Columbia, went through Rock Island Rapids at 
night to barely escape with his life; later Symons 
named the rapids 1'/2 miles below Chelan River 
"Downing's Rapids." Symons and Downing 
descended the Columbia River in the fall of 1881 to 
make a survey: the mapping resulted in 25 sheets, 
from the International Boundary line to the Snake 
River. Pierce based part of his knowledge on these 
maps (apparently Pierce was unaware of the Ross 
exploration and also the Von Pressentin prospect-
ing crossing of 1877). 

That Indians had used a cross-Cascade route 
from the Skagit River is emphasized by the nota-
tion of Otto Kiement, who during the 1877 cross-
ing had found Indians with 30 horses in the 
Cascade River valley. In October 1880 Indians 
threatened a land office survey on the Skagit. Lt. 
Symons with a company of soldiers met the 
Indians at the mouth of Baker River to placate the 
dispute and remain until the survey was com-
pleted. His information indicated the Indians had 
been planning mischief, and that summer had built 
a wide trail across the mountains to Lake Chelan 
to be able to get help from Columbia River 
Indians. But such trails were generally very rough  

by our standards. The report of W. H. Canton in 
making a survey up the Skykomish River to 
Cady's Pass in 1867 for the Northern Pacific Rail-
road, as reported by Edwin F. Johnson, is 
"Indians in traversing the Cascades, selected for 
their trails the ground least obstructed by timber 
without regard to its elevation." 

Downing's sketches were among the first to give 
the Cascades true visual form in his drawings for 
the Lt. Pierce report. Downing was a topographi-
cal assistant for the Army Engineers in the 1870's 
and 1889's, being with the Department of the 
Columbia 1881-1883; the latter year he accompa-
nied Lt. George W. Goethals in the survey of the 
trail from Fort Colville to Fort Hope. In later 
years Downing became a resident of Portland, 
Oregon, and attained some note for his political 
and theatrical cartoons. In 1882 he accompanied 
Pierce as a civilian topographer and artist to pro-
duce a fascinating addition to historical cartog-
raphy, the first map of this cross-Cascade route. 
Early results of Cascade maps often were gro-
tesque, but at times startlingly accurate. Down-
ing's map, one of the few surviving originals 
related to the range, is remarkable for its rendi-
tion. There is not the slightest trouble in making 
out all the main features and identifying them in 
terms of modern geography; the best map for 
comparison is "North Cascades" (1:250,000) com-
piled by the U.S. Geological Survey. 

Downing's map was more than a sketch, but he 
had to compromise and depend on unreliable 
sources. Of particular interest is his depiction of 
Lake Chelan, an indication of the expedition's 
limit of knowledge. Different early maps mark the 
lake at about the same latitude and generally 
agree on its direction, but there is a decided differ-
ence of the courses of upper drainages and the 
relationships of west-side streams heading near the 
lake's upper tributaries. 

As explorers followed one myth after another, 
information regarding the physical realm of the 
Cascades was slowly pieced together by their car-
tographers; they utilized every piece of informa-
tion available, plus some guesswork to create an 
image of the range in maps. Decorative effects 
tended to adorn maps. In the eyes of most persons 
the mountains were nothing less than a distortion 
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of landscape that defied men and horses. Maps 
and vignettes reflected the style of the time. Nine-
teenth century maps tended to isolate conical 
shapes for mountains and distribute these at 
random (Gallatin, 1836, as example). The outland-
ish geography of the Cascades was so far outside 
most local experience that it seemed to violate the 
natural order of things. In 1886 George Bailey 
wrote in regard to his "Ascent of Mount 
Tacoma,". - . "The Cascade range of mountains in 
Washington Territory, is without doubt, the wild-
est and most inaccessible region within the bound-
aries of the United States. Clothed with forests, 
whose fallen tree trunks lock 1 together to form a 
continuous stockade, almost impenetrable to man 
or beast, furrowed by deep canons and roaring 
torrents, it rises peak on peak from the valleys of 
the Columbia and Puget Sound to the line of the 
perpetual snow, above which tower the culminat-
ing points of Mount Saint Helens, Mount Adams, 
Mount Rainier, and Mount Baker." 

It is not certain if Pierce and Downing used 
astronomical observations to determine latitude 
and longitude. After 1838 Army explorers had the 
benefit of the 46-inch Zenith telescope for observa-
tions and the determination of altitudes by baro-
metric measurement. Like Frenont's 1845 map, 
the Pierce-Downing map shows only the country 
traversed, with additions of strategic terrain. Like 
all maps of the last portion of this century, its 
position is based on the Lt. G. K. Warren map of 
1857, the most important achievement of the 
Pacific Railroad Survey and the culmination of six 
decades of effort to comprehend the outlines of 
western geography. But the Lt. Pierce expedition 
did manage to explore a region previously un-
known to Army cartographers (note the blank 
space in Warren's General Map, Pacific Railroad 
Reports, vol. 11). 

Pierce left Fort Colville August 1 with Downing, 
Lt. George Backus, Dr. George Wilson, Joe 
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LaFleur (a half-breed guide), a detachment of en-
listed men, a packer, 15 cayuse horses, and 14 
pack mules. Along the route they had meals of 
mountain trout and tufted grouse. The open easy 
country provided diversities. "Lt. Backus had 
brought down with his carbine a wild goose that 
fell into the swift current of the Okinakane close 
by the opposite shore. The doctor, nothing daunt-
ed, resolved to rescue the game already abandoned 
by the hunter. Hastening to a point nearly a mile 
below, and quickly throwing aside his outer 
garments, he plunged into the flood. . . . the prize 
was seized on its downward voyage and borne 
triumphantly to camp." 

The doctor treated an Indian whose arm, fear-
fully swollen, was in a sling from effects of a rattle-
snake bite. Indians gave them route advice west to 
the Methow, the river Commander Wilkes had 
called Barrier River; the word wavers in some 
copy and becomes mangled at times. Along the 
Methow the party caught about 200 trout; here 
they engaged a man (Swa-utum) from the Chelan  

tribe to lead them to the head of Lake Chelan. Al-
though Pierce did not elaborate on the prospecting 
frenzy to the northwest, he noted "rich deposits of 
gold are reported higher up the Methow and its 
tributaries." The expedition's estimated distances 
to War Creek Pass were quite accurate in compari-
son to modern maps: 36 miles Bonaparte River to 
Kate Creek, then 19 miles to Methow River. South 
of the Twitsp (Twisp) they saw "inhospitable 
ranges, mantled in their garments of everlasting 
white." While riding over a grassy plateau, a 
glance to the south revealed "two friendly peaks," 
one shaped like the point of an egg, the other like a 
triangular pyramid, which "lifted their snow-clad 
summits to the clouds. So grand and sudden was 
the vision that I named them Wonder Mountains 
on the spot," Pierce wrote. A tangent to the south-
west along the West Fork of Buttermilk Creek 
would point to Star and Oval Peaks in about 14 
miles. Pierce wrote eloquently of the vista along 
his route, "Westward, another majestic promi-
nence of the Cascade Range appeared." Describing 
what must be today's Reynold Peak, "Its vast 
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proportions, sharply outlined against the sky, 
assumed to our eyes the form of some quaint 
temple of worship, with its pointed gables, 
grained, dark-ribbed central dome, and snow 
covered roof. So close was the resemblance, that 
all united upon the name of Cathedral Mountain." 

From the Twisp they followed the south branch 
(War Creek), eventually reaching a small circular 
basin where a branch of the river takes its origin 
(this may have been south of Camels Hump). Here 
they met two miners, who told of two heads to 
Lake Chelan; the older miner told Pierce he had 
spent the last seven summers in search of a legen-
dary mountain of golden quartz. The party appar-
ently erred by going upsiope too early; the result 
was a day's time loss and the serious accident of a 
pony and mule losing their footing on steep, loose 
rock, then rolling headlong into jagged talus. 
The party eventually ascended a second divide, 
then camped near springs where there was grass. 
The ascent of a low ridge (War Creek Ridge), then 
continuing a mile to a pass on August 20 posi-
tioned them to overlook Lake Chelan's head. 
Pierce traces his route to "Pierce River" (his Camp 
18) conspicuously, but without any lettering. "A 
scene of remarkable grandeur was presented. To 
the south and west were the rugged peaks of the 
Cascade Mountains covered with everlasting snow. 
At our feet reposed Chelan, in color like an 
artificial lake of thick plate glass, while Pierce 
River brought its clay-tinted waters with many a 
winding down the narrow canyon. . . . no painter 
could place the view on canvas and be believed." 
It is to be noted Pierce had already decided on the 
name "Pierce River;" features were sometimes 
named for party members (Wilson Creek, Downing 
River, Backus Fork). These names did not survive 
but his Agnes Creek (passed August 23) still re-
mains. Pierce felt the lakehead was unknown 
except to Indians and perhaps a few roving 
miners. He said it bore no likeness in any feature 
to that described by Col. Merriam and others, and 
that mountain spurs had concealed the divergence 
of a newly discovered arm. "The head visited by 
them is believed to be 20 miles to the south, be-
yond an impassable range, and into it the Sta-he-
kim River flows." Although his conclusions about 
the lake's geography were not as correct as exist-
ing maps, Pierce's plan for the westward journey 
was well-founded on information gained from  

Indians. Flanking the valley of the Stehekin, 
Pierce's map shows "Range of Snow Mountains." 
Today's tourists and hikers may find nostalgic 
agreement with the explorer of 1882: "The canyon 
walls, between which Pierce River finds its way, 
are of gray granite, exceedingly rugged and for-
bidding, rising to a height of 4000 feet above the 
stream. . . . Mountain goats find pasture among 
the cliffs." Just above the ford of Backus Fork 
there was a rude log bridge of drift logs ballasted 
with stones, built by Indians. Fallen logs some-
times forced the party to the creek bed. The trail 
worsened: "Almost impenetrable underbrush and 
swampy areas." The old miner descending had lost 
a horse who tumbled from a cliff, and advised 
Pierce to turn back; scouting showed the route to 
the pass impossible for the pack train. The party 
built a fire of wet wood and selected a shelter 
under somber firs. Here they had "a scanty meal 
of bread and snow water." During the night the 
sleet became snow. . . . "the thunder of falling 
masses of ice into the neighboring canyons, the 
ceaseless roar of the torrents, and the howling of 
the wind, the situation was rendered dismal 
beyond description." 

Pack animals were sent back to Fort Colville. 
On August 27 the continuing group gained the 
crest of today's Cascade Pass and went over a long 
snowbank. On the descent west they saw quartz 
rich in gold; extensive outcrops were seen high, 
"surely the Eldorado of the old man's dreams." 
One of the claims in the area, and a stream, was 
named Soldier Boy, when a member of Pierce's 
detachment returned to the area later. Those who 
know the valley of Cascade River's north fork will 
sympathize with the travel problems the party 
met. "Through groves of gigantic cedars, often 40 
feet in circumference, with frequent patches of 
bewildering fern and devil-club, the journey 
brought us past a powerful waterfal. . . . to the 
track of an avalanche 300 yards wide." As the 
maps from Lake Chelan had been declared erron-
eous, "we were in grave uncertainty as to the 
stream that had been followed during the day. It 
was believed to be the Cascade River, and this 
proved to be the case." The night of August 29, 
after following a very serpentine trail to avoid 
bluffs and windfalls, an old Indian camp was 
reached. The next day they covered 11 miles, then 
on the following day made a perilous ford, where 

to page 38, please 
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McKINLEY: 

what does 

the future hold? 

By Bob Gerhard 

Mountaineering Ranger 
Mount McKinley National Park 

Twenty years ago, in 1956, four parties attempt-
ed to climb Mount McKinley, but none were suc-
cessful in reaching the summit. Ten years ago, 
twenty-two climbers in five parties were on Mount 
McKinley. Ten of these climbers reached the sum-
mit. On July 6, 1976, in a single day, between 
seventy and eighty climbers stood on the highest 
point in North America. 

In 1954, an injured climber on McKinley's 
Muidrow Glacier had to be carried down the glac-
ier from 11,000 feet to the 5,000-foot level before 
being evacuated by helicopter. There was no heli-
copter available that could make a higher landing. 
In 1960 and 1972, helicopters evacuated climbers 
from 17,000 feet on the West Buttress. These 
evacuations were considered to be very hazardous 
and near the performance limits of the helicopters. 
In 1976, the highest helicopter landing in North 
America was achieved when pilot Buddy Woods 
landed his Hiller helicopter virtually on the sum-
mit of Mount McKinley during a rescue mission. 

Climbing activity in Mount McKinley National 
Park has been increasing dramatically every year 
for some time-1976 was no exception with 587 
climbers in 94 groups registered for climbing in the 
park. There were 508 on Mount McKinley; 39 on 
Mount Foraker, and the rest were on lower moun-
tains. Of the 508 climbers on Mount McKinley, 
114 were in parties led by professional guides. 
Forty-nine parties climbed a single route—the 
West Buttress. Many other parties, climbing dif-
ferent routes, used the West Buttress as a descent 
route. As many as 75% of McKinley climbers may 
have used the West Buttress route on their way up 
or down. 

More routes on McKinley were attempted in 
1976 than in any other year. The first ascent of 
Cassin Ridge in 1961 was termed as "the greatest 
achievement in American Mountaineering his-
tory." Only several more parties had been on the 
route until this year when seven parties attempted 
it. A solo climber made one of the successful as-
cents of the ridge. Three groups were on the South 
Buttress, and the Northwest Buttress was 
attempted for the first time since its first ascent in 
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1954. Other parties climbed the Muldrow Glacier, 
the West Rib of the South Face, Pioneer Ridge, 
and a new variation or route on the South Face. 

Six parties attempted to climb Mount Foraker 
by three different routes, but only one French 
party, making a first ascent of the South-south-
east Ridge, was successful. 

Another first on Mount McKinley occurred 
when three hanggliding enthusiasts (with a lot of 
help), spent a month dragging their 20-foot-long, 
60-pound hanggliders to the summit, then, after 
waiting for good weather, had 30-minute flights 
back down the mountain. A fourth flyer crashed 
on takeoff and tumbled 800 feet down the south 
face of the mountain. 

Twenty Japanese climbing parties registered to 
climb either Mount McKinley or Mount Foraker. 
Othei parties came from Germany, Canada, 
Austria, Switzerland, Mexico, Spain, France, 
England, and Sweden. 

The youngest climber on McKinley in 1976 was 
16-years old, and the oldest was 68. 

Unfortunately, accidents and rescue activity 
increased even more dramatically than the climb-
ing. Four climbers died on Mount McKinley and 
six Japanese climbers perished on Mount Foraker 
in two separate incidents. The National Park 
Service was involved in 21 rescue missions involv-
ing 33 climbers. Watching a helicopter fly in to 
evacuate another climber became nearly a routine 
activity for many parties. 

Falls accounted for 11 of the accidents; 
pulmonary edema, 9; frostbite, 6; avalanche, 3; 
crevasse falls, 2; insulin shock, 2. Several of the 
falls could be indirectly attributed to pulmonary 
edema, as they occurred during evacuation at-
tempts. A number of pulmonary edema cases oc-
curred with climbers who had reached 14,000 feet 
within 5 days or 17,000 feet within 7 or 8 days 
from the start of their climb. Climbing this fast is  

close to the recommended limits for proper acclim-
atization, and may, in fact, be too fast for some 
parties. 

The rescues cost taxpayers a total of $79,068. 
Mountaineering accidents always- make big news, 
and this year, because of the large number of inci-
dents, many people (mostly non-climbers, but also 
some mountaineers) began demanding that the 
climbing parties who need to be rescued should 
pay the costs of their rescue. Others feel that all 
climbing parties should post a bond or show proof 
of insurance before being allowed to climb 
McKinley. Several outdoor organizations have pro-
posed that all government agencies, except the 
military, stop providing assistance to parties that 
request a rescue. Many people feel that the 
National Park Service should re-institute the old 
regulations which gave us the authority to screen 
applicants and their equipment and deny them the 
right to climb if we did not feel they were 
qualified. A few climbers feel that guide service 
should not be allowed to operate on Mount 
McKinley since this activity allows less experi-
enced climbers to be on the mountain. 

What is going to happen on Mount McKinley 
next year and in succeeding years? It seems cer-
tain that climbing activity will continue to in-
crease. Is there a limit to the numbers of climbers 
that the West Buttress can tolerate? Many climb-
ers feel already that there are too many people on 
the mountain. Proposals have been made to add 
additional lands to Mount McKinley National 
Park. If Congress accepts these proposals, the 
southern boundary of the park would be extended 
approximately twenty-five miles in the vicinity of 
Mount McKinley. The Ruth Glacier, Mount 
Hunter, Mount Huntington, the Moose's Tooth, 
the Cathedral Spires would all become part of the 
park. Some climbers, in an attempt to restore the 
wilderness nature of the mountain, have already 
recommended that no air access be allowed in any 
of these areas. This would greatly reduce climbing 
activity on the south side of the range. 

On April 10, 1976, a party of six Alaskan moun-
taineers left the highway south of Mount 

to page 18, please 
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The National Park Service 
has been looking closely at the 
mountaineering situation this 
year to determine if new 
regulations or restrictions 
are necessary. 

McKinley and began a fifty-day expedition which 
took them up the South Buttress route, down the 
Muidrow Glacier, and out to the park road be-
tween McKinley Park and Wonder Lake. Their 
legs were their only transportation the entire time, 
although they did have a cache of food and equip-
ment flown in to the Ruth Glacier. Toward the end 
of May a party of three flew from Seattle to 
Anchorage International Airport and from there 
directly to the Southeast Fork of the Kahiltna 
Glacier. Twelve days later, after a successful al-
pine ascent of the West Rib of the South Face and 
a descent of the West Buttress, they were back at 
the landing strip on the Southeast Fork, hoping 
that their connections would enable them to be in 
Seattle that night. 

Was one of these climbs more "right" or more 
"traditional" than the other? Both used aircraft 
for support, although to very different degrees. 
Aircraft landings are prohibited within present 
park boundaries and this restriction is generally 
accepted. Will climbers accept such a restriction if 
the park boundaries are extended? 

Many such questions are being raised about the 
climbing activity on Mount McKinley. Who will 
provide the answers? The National Park Service is 
charged with providing for, but regulating, if 
necessary, public use on Mount McKinley, a 
mountain which belongs to the people of the 
United States. Should the Park Service stand back  

and let mountaineers regulate themselves or can 
any group regulate itself? I would prefer that the 
National Park Service regulate mountaineering 
activity as little as possible, with necessary restric-
tions being recommended by or agreed to by 
mountaineers and mountaineering organizations. 
In an attempt to get recommendations from climb-
ers, a letter requesting information was sent to the 
leader of every party that climbed in 1976. Fewer 
than half of these leaders have responded which I 
interpret to mean that many climbers do not care 
how we "regulate the mountain." 

The National Park Service has been looking 
closely at the mountaineering situation this year, 
in an attempt to determine if new regulations or 
restrictions are necessary. At the present time, it 
does not appear likely that there will be time 
enough to implement any changes before the 1977 
climbing season. What, if any, changes will be 
made for the 1978 season, is not known now. 

We do, however, hope to have two climbing 
rangers stationed in Talkeetna next year during 
the climbing season. These rangers will be able to 
provide assistance to climbing parties, be available 
for rescue activity, spend time on the Kahiltna 
Glacier, and help us to better monitor climbing 
activity. 

Several park rangers have climbed to the sum-
mit of Mount McKinley in past years and others 
have spent time on its slopes. In 1976, for the first 
time in thirty years, the National Park Service put 
a team of rangers on the mountain. We hope that 
this action will give us better on-the-ground famil-
iarity with the mountain and mountaineering 
activity, and we hope that it will improve our 
credibility with mountaineers. 

Only two things are constant and sure: Mount 
McKinley will remain basically unchanged through 
any discussion, regulations, and climbing or rescue 
activity, and it will never be an easy mountain to 
climb. It is a unique mountain. Because it is so far 
north, its summit elevation of 20,320 feet is equiv-
alent to several thousand feet higher in the 
Himalaya or Andes, and its weather may be the 
coldest and most severe on any mountain in the 
world. The weather in 1976 was generally very 
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good, allowing helicopter rescues to become almost 
routine. But if climbing parties go on Mount 
McKinley in future years with the feeling that a 
helicopter can pluck them off anytime they ask for 
it, they may be "dead wrong"—no pun intended. 
All parties must have the skill and confidence that 
they can handle by themselves any situation that 
may arise. Outside assistance cannot be depended 
on. 

A great deal of correspondence comes to the 
National Park Service from mountaineers planning 
McKinley climbs. Many, after presenting a very 
brief description of their climbing experience, ask 
if this is sufficient to enable them to climb Mount 
McKinley. Maybe this is just a holdover from 
when all applicants had to be accepted by the  

Park, but my feeling is that if a party does not 
know whether or not it is qualified, then it prob-
ably is not. 

Even though many of the accidents and injuries 
in 1976 were not the result of inexperience, it 
seems evident that the average experience level of 
climbers on Mount McKinley has dropped in the 
last ten years or so. For all prospective climbers in 
future years, I cannot think of a better way to end 
this report than with the warning given by 
Edward Whymper in 1871: "Climb if you will, but 
remember that courage and strength are nought 
without prudence, and that a momentary negli-
gence may destroy the happiness of a lifetime. Do 
nothing in haste; look well to each step; and from 
the beginning think what may be the end." LII 

Climbing Activity 1976 
MOUNT MC KINLEY NATIONAL PARK 

Total Successful 
Mountain and Route No. of Parties Climbers Climbers 

Mount McKinley: 
West Buttress 49 354 184* 
Muidrow Glacier 11 73 50 
Cassin Ridge 7 32 12 
West Rib 4 17 12 
South Buttress 3 20 15 
South Face 2 3 2 
Pioneer Ridge 1 6 2 
Northwest Buttress 1 3 0 

78 508 277* 
Mount Foraker: 

Northeast Ridge 4 26 0 
South-southeast Ridge 1 8 8 
Southwest Ridge 1 5 0 

6 39 8 

Mount Brooks 3 18 2 
Tn-Pyramids 1 3 3 
Mount Mather 1 2 2 
Mount Silverthrone 2 7 4 
Scott Peak 3 10 5 

94 587 301 * 

*Probably another 40 to 50 climbers were successful on the 
West Buttress route, However, several parties, totalling 70 
climbers have not yet informed the Park Service of their 
success. 
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Peregrine Ice Face, on Mt. Huntington, as seen from base camp. Todd Rentchler and Bob Newman descending. 
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Last year from Denali I observed Mount 
Huntington for the first time. From this angle you 
could see the northwest ridge rising to its summit 
in a fine series of heavily corniced steps. This 
beautiful route, an interesting possibility, became 
the ridge of our choice. Attempting to locate indi-
viduals in Oregon for this low budget project 
became a wild poker game. In the end we had a 
group of very independent individuals with no 
"head honcho." 

The first ascent of Mt. Huntington was during 
May, 1964, via the northwest ridge by the French 
(American Alpine Journal, 1965). Lionel Terray 
was the leader of the eight-man-team. Their party 
was stricken by unseasonably cold and windy con-
ditions, and these hostile conditions caused many 
setbacks. Determination of steel brought their 
party to the summit on May 25. 

Our expedition (Cindy Jones, Todd Rentchler, 
Ed Newville, Bob Newman, and myself) was flown 
to the west fork of the Ruth Glacier by Buddy 
Woods on April 5, 1976. A sixth member of the 
expedition, Charlie Campbell, had become ill, but 
eventually arrived on April 14. Charlie was 
plagued with bad luck—a toothache forced his re-
turn back to civilization on April 28. Our group 
was also plagued during the first week. A bug, 
caught in Talkeetna (Talkeetna Trots), left at 
times only two in good health to move the tremen-
dous amount of gear three miles up the glacier. We 
finally established base camp by making a large 
cave complex at 7,800 feet on April 11. The ascent 
could now begin. 

The French approach onto the ridge was our 
greatest concern due to its objective hazards. 
Through some research and a hunch, we picked an 
alternate approach. A 1,900400t ice face rises to 
the 9,360-foot low point of the ridge. Going by way 
of this col meant an additional mile of ridge, but a 
peaceful state of mind was well worth the extra 
effort. We did not have to worry about being 
swept away by an unpredictable avalanche. 

We began a line up this spectacular ice face to 
the col with all of us leading on different days. In 
3 '/2 demanding days the face was completed with 
2,400 feet of fixed line in 16 pitches. We encoun-
tered mixed snow and ice on a general angle of 
45-65 degrees. After sighting a Peregrine Falcon, 
we labeled the face the "Peregrine Ice Face." 
Charlie and myself established Camp I at the col 
on the 17th. We immediately began work along the to page 24, please 
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ridge while the others yo-yoed strenuous loads up 
the face. It took three days of interesting route 
finding problems to complete the ridge to a Camp 
II site (Terray's Camp I) at 9,500 feet. The route 
between Camps I and II generally stayed near the 
ridge crest. Easy rock work and a cornice ridge 
were encountered. From the high point along the 
ridge, 9,680 feet, we discovered a key ledge down 
100 feet to the south. The ledge ended in several 
gendarmes where a tyrol, followed by a continuous 
250-foot rappel down snow ramps, was set up. 
From here a traverse under an anvil shaped rock 
on the south brought the route onto the corniced 
ridge and to Camp II. 

We now intersected Terray's route and occas-
ionally found line and hardware left from the 
ascent 12 years before. Work began on a cave and 
igloo at Camp II while we took turns completing 
the First Step. A 100-foot section of loose crusted 
snow covering a 70-degree slope of rock and ice 
gave a demanding lead for Ed and Todd to the 
base of the rock on the First Step. The rock sec-
tion had Terray's step ladder still intact. The rock 
work involved an A-i, 80-foot diagonal crack 
system, led by Todd and Cindy. Above this, Bob 
and myself followed the steep corniced ridge to 
near the saddle below the Second Step. The sur-
face snow conditions remained poor with 18 inches 
of snow over ice. An igloo and cave were promptly 
constructed on the saddle, establishing Camp III 
at 10,500 feet. At the same time, Ed and Bob com-
pleted the Second Step in two fine leads on hard 
ice. On May 3, Cindy and Todd moved into Camp 
III. They immediately began work on the Third 
Step. During these several weeks many short 
storms hampered efforts of the leading pair. A 
major part of the climb's success came from those 
ferrying loads. Because of their stubborn efforts in 
supplying a continual flow of gear, the lead pair 
could climb unhampered. 

Poor visibility and increasing winds made pro-
gress slow through the Third Step and into the 
Lacework. We encountered the same short fluting 
headwalls the French did through the Lacework, 
but the hard ice was overladen by a foot or more of 
snow, causing steps to break out. At the end of a 
long day, May 7, Bob and myself finally fixed over 
the last short headwall to the top of the Fourth 
Step. A glimpse in the mist brought sight of the 
grossly corniced summit. 
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Leaving early on May 8, Ed and Todd rapidly 
ascended the lines. In 3'/2 hours they were to the 
top of the Fourth Step, and joyfully traversed easy 
snow to the final summit flutings. Reality came 
back quickly as the flutings posed no easy finish. 
By 3 p.m. the final belay was completed. Both 
stood on the summit. Huntington was ascended 
for the fifth time. The next morning, Cindy, Bob, 
Ed (again) and myself followed the long fought 
way to the summit. The last seemed such a little 
effort. Realization snapped me out of it. The work 
was not done. We had only completed the greater 
two-thirds. It was sad to leave. I carefully 
scratched my initials on the snow. It was now 
time to descend. 

Steadily working, we removed as much hard-
ware and fixed line as was safely feasible. A storm 
held us at Camp two days on the 12th and 13th. 
Through considerable new snow we plowed a deep 
trail back to Camp I, and finally descended to 
Base Camp on May 16. 

In finalizing our climb, we decided to ski out 
rather than fly due to lack of finances and a desire 
for more adventure. Cliff Hudson was hired to fly 
out the extra gear. Skiing out south down the 
Ruth Glacier, we arrived back at civilization on 
May 26, eighty miles in eight days. Due to break-
up, we were forced to skirt the Tokositna River at 
the terminus of the Tokositna Glacier. Bush-
whacking up through the alders, we gained the 
basin between the Peters and Dutch Hills. We 
then followed the Peterville road to Moose Creek. 
Our return into the lowlands of green forest and 
flowing streams enlightened spirits and enriched 
the remarkable adventure. 

Summary of Statistics: 

AREA: Alaska Range 
A SCENTS: 
Mt. Huntington, 12,240 feet, new ap-
proach via "Peregrine Ice Face," 
second ascent of the N.W. [French] 
Ridge, fifth ascent of Mt. Hunting-
ton, May 8 and 9, 1976. 
PERSONNEL: 
Cindy Jones, Bob Newman, Ed New-
yule, Todd Rentchler, Roger Robin-
son, [for part of the ascent—Charlie 
Campbell]. More Photos on Next Page 
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From a high poini aiorlg the riuge, 9,680 feet, we discovered a key ledge down 100 feet to the 
south,"Luxury Ledge." Ed Newvi!Ie descending. 
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Northwest Ridge of Mount Huntington. 
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Jhe FrienOship J oute 
Text and Photos by Mike Warburton 

Sergi handed me another piece of bread smother-
ed in caviar. Our frozen rope and the icicles made 
our ledge seem a little more like a cold bivvy than 
a gourmet restaurant, but we were both laughing 
as we enjoyed our high class breakfast. It was a 
fantastic way to start that second day of our climb 
on the north face of Korea Peak in the Tien Shan 
mountains of the USSR. I chuckled to myself 
about the summer before when Sergei had worn 
galoshes while climbing the Salathe Wall of El 
Capitan. This year's Soviet-American mountain-
eering exchange brought caviar to the bivouac. 
And much more. 

After the Soviet's successful 1975 climbing visit 
to the United States, the American Alpine Club 
got an invitation from the Soviet Mountaineering 
Federation to send six Americans to join a group 
of Soviets for a summer of climbing together in 
three mountain areas across the USSR. Henry 
Barber, George Lowe, Chris Jones, Alex Bertulis, 
Craig Martinson, and I started getting ready for 
our adventure. George and I did a warmup climb 
on the west face of El Cap, and I must admit it 
was a bit strange to see him sitting there in slings 
attentively studying his Russian grammar book. 
None of us could be considered particularly fluent 
in Russian, but some of us were trying to learn at  

least a few words before we found ourselves in 
Russia. 

After we arrived in Moscow, our climbing itin-
erary soon had us packing for Samarkand in 
central Asia. The domes and columns of 
Tamarlane's ancient city fascinated us. We did 
more than play tourist though. Henry was practic-
ing his climbing on a hotel wall when a Tarjic 
woman stopped by and offered him a boost. I 
think Henry was only beginning an oration on 
climbing ethics when the woman bent over and 
formed a step with her hands. Even though Henry 
explained that he was cheating, he did the first 
"aid pitch" of the summer. As our truck passed 
through small villages, children would run along 
the road waving and yelling cheerful hellos. Dur-
ing one stop Craig Martinson even found a soccer 
game to join. The friendliness that we found in all 
the smaller villages extended up into the moun-
tains where highland shepherds would call us to 
join them for tea or yogurt. 

At the end of a narrow valley, we finally came to 
"Artuch," an alpinist camp in the Alay Range, a 
group of mountains north of the Pamir. The moun-
taineering Federation operates many of these 
camps in several ranges for purposes of instruction 
and bases for all kinds of climbing activity. Alpin- 
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ist camps are comfortable and they sometimes 
have saunas and Ping-Pong tables. During our 
stay in the USSR, we based our climbing at 
several of these camps in different areas. At 
"Artuch," we were greeted by a large red sign: 
"Mountains like brave fellows. You are welcome at 
our camp." Though none of us were feeling partic-
ularly brave, we couldn't have been more welcome 
anywhere. 

Here we met most of the Soviet part of the 
group for the first time. The average age of the 
twelve of them (late thirties) was a bit higher than 
for our group, and they appeared a sturdy bunch. 
We found out early that the Soviets had all been 
seasoned by the long and steep approaches which 
we found everywhere we went. Henry Barber ex-
plained to me with raised eyebrows, "When I first 
saw Slava's legs, I began to cry." Our two weeks 
of climbing in this area of lakes, shepherds, and 
somewhat crumbly limestone peaks served to 
better acquaint us with each other. 

On the peaks we found differences in technique 
while climbing. The Soviets did not have alpine 
hammers, and steep ice climbing has not develop-
ed as much there as in the U.S. Other techniques 
and attitudes were different as well. On one de-
scent, I found myself roped to a Soviet climber 
who started climbing down far above me when I 
didn't have any anchors in. I shouted up that I 
had no anchor and he signaled that it was okay, 
and kept climbing. It didn't feel "okay" to me 
since our position was very exposed. And some-
times anchors were not placed with the same care 
that most American rock climbers give them. 
Without too much common language, we depended 
upon our smiles to get us through some interesting 
situations. Communication challenged both 
groups, but the smiles were winning. 

Even with a few insecurities, several new routes 
were done, and we all learned to look forward to 
the songs in camp. Everyone would gather around 
Vatslav who played the guitar. There were all 
sorts of songs about the mountains and the people 
who climb. And sometimes Vatslav would pretend 
to play his guitar like a violin with a salami for a 
bow. High camp was a happy place, and we were 
glad to see that women were so much a part of 
mountaineering in the USSR. Camps were a place 
to meet many other climbers besides those in our  

own group. One fellow had even read a Russian 
translation of the Watergate transcripts! 

After our climbs in the Alay Range, we moved 
to the Tien Shan, above Frunzee, in Khirgizia. The 
Tien Shan form the southern border of the USSR 
to the east of the Pamir. The climbing camp here 
was different from Artuch. A loudspeaker system 
awoke us on the first morning with an incredible 
array of music selections which ranged from 
Elvis's "Hound Dog" through Russian and French 
rock to "Jingle Bells." A gong would sound to let 
novice climbers know it was time to line up for 
calisthenics. Things were done in a very regiment-
ed way. Whole platoons would parade off to the 
mountains. But even amid this order, which none 
of the Americans were used to, there were smiles 
everywhere. 

The peaks were heavily glaciated and Korea 
Peak and Corona were the magnets of the area. 
There was steep ice and rock. Soviet-American 
teams did a new route on Corona, two routes on 
the north face of Korea, and Henry and George 
managed to solo two new ice routes. Sergei and I 
did a grade six on Korea. It was good to be on a 
wall with Sergei. I was feeling a little sick that 
first day and he did two leads for me. On those 
leads, I was glad that there was a friend above. 

The long descents were fantastic when we 
crossed hillsides covered with flowers. There was a 
variety of Edelweiss that grew everywhere. After a 
rest in camp, we headed back up to the peaks. The 
snowstorms that kept us tentbound for a few days 
gave me a chance to get to know a group of 
climbers from Kharkov. They said I was lucky to 
be able to try a climb like Korea Peak. They 
hadn't advanced far enough up the ladder of 
Soviet climbing classifications to be able to 
attempt a grade six. Stories like this, and the idea 
that one climber had been frustrated because a 
climb he did in the Caucasus didn't "count" be-
cause he hadn't done it in the right amount of time 
seemed quite strange to me. Personal decisions, 
like readiness to climb hard routes, seemed to be 
made for climbers by their personal ratings. ,1 
didn't like this aspect of highly organized climb-
ing. 

The snow kept falling and we finally had to give 
up on any further plans for climbing in the Tien 
Shan. After that, celebrations and champagne 
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All of us who climbed together look forward to seeing 
more exchanges between Americans and Soviets in the mountains. 

receptions found us in the western Caucasus. After 
a few climbs above the resort of Dumbay, we 
headed to Uzenkol, a climbing camp in the midst 
of a group of spectacular granite peaks. On the bus 
ride to the camp, a Soviet and I talked about our 
dreams of climbing in the Himalaya. Soviet climb-
ers are somewhat cramped in the area of interna-
tional climbing due to their inability to get foreign 
currency. They have to depend on exchange pro-
grams with foreign alpine clubs which pay all ex-
penses in those countries. I began to feel guilty for 
being an American climber who can dream of 
going to mountains that I read about when I find 
enough money. Soviet climbers have the same 
dreams of adventure in foreign mountains but cur-
rency and travel permission often keep them with-
in the borders of the USSR. This currency prob-
lem, combined with the organized and competitive 
nature of climbing in the USSR, had me wonder-
ing how individual climbers could keep from feel-
ing like the ball in someone's political Ping-Pong 
game. 

Once we arrived at Uzenkol, attention was 
quickly focused on Dolar Peak. Several groups did 
the beautiful Stepanov route which led up a long 
buttress to the summit. Valentin Grakovich and I 
started up a new route on the buttress just to the 
left of the Stepanov. On our first day, I was pull-
ing a kink through a carabiner on a piton. The pin 
broke in half and the carabiner slid down the rope 
with the eye of the piton still attached. While most 
Soviet titanium pitons are fantastic, there is no 
professional company making them and many are 
homemade. We took a number of pins off our rack 
and continued on. The climbing was difficult, and 
our progress was slow. Valentin and I decided to 
name our climb the Friendship Route. When we 
reached ledges, we would sometimes leave notes 
hidden in piles of stones describing our joy togeth-
er. Valentin would write his thoughts in Russian 
and I in English. 

Two nights in wet hammocks had us shaking off 
ice in the mornings. Our pitons began to look like 
paperclip dreams and we spent some time straight-
ening them. Valentin's hundred-and-ten-foot fall 
on the third day almost broke our 11mm rope so  

we doubled the haul line and slowly continued by 
half rope-lengths. He had hurt his ankle, but I 
didn't know how badly until I left Russia and he 
said goodbye to me with a cast on his leg. It was 
Valentin's birthday when we reached a good ledge. 
We were running out of food, but Valentin's smile 
as he sniffed our last tea was enough to keep us 
going. The fog cleared that evening and we could 
see Elbrus in sunset light. 

Clouds came and snow fell. We finished the but-
tress and headed up the ridge. The weather cleared 
a little. Putting our packs at the top of the descent 
route, we headed up for a quick side trip to the 
summit. While following part of a traverse a 
hundred feet from the top, the sling that Valentin 
was lowering me from gave way and I fell a hun-
dred feet or so. The lining of my helmet cracked, 
and I was unconscious and delirious for the next 
several days while well organized Soviet climbers 
engineered a fantastic rescue. One of the first 
things I remember was coming to in a Moscow 
hospital after the rest of the team had left for the 
states. 

With no broken bones, a wine dinner in the 
Metropol Hotel with some Soviet climbing friends 
got me set for the trip back to the U.S. Valentin 
and I had done the Friendship Route and that was 
important. Without the international friendship 
for which the route was named, the quick and effic-
ient rescue which saved me would not have been 
possible. Sergei and Slava, my friends from our 
climb on El Cap, were the first to reach me after 
the accident. I can't think of two other climbers 
anywhere who I would rather have had be there. 

The organization of Soviet climbing and the im-
portance of being a champion left me somewhat 
numb. The idea that currency problems could 
stand in the way of dreams of foreign climbing for 
Soviet mountaineers was also strange. But it will 
be a long time before I forget caviar breakfasts on 
narrow ledges with icicles all around. All of us who 
climbed together look forward to seeing more ex-
changes between Americans and Soviets in the 
mountains. Despite our different approaches to the 
mountains, due to different environments, we are 
very much alike. El 
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Insloh the Jetons.* 

Jhe Dar6y Canyon Ice (2aVe 
By Verne Huser 

Most mountaineers who go to the Tetons go 
there to climb the rugged metamorphic peaks that 
tower more than a mile above Jackson Hole: the 
spectacular, the obvious, the challenging. Yet rela-
tively few explore a feature equally spectacular, far 
less obvious, but perhaps even more challenging in 
mountaineering skill: the ice cave in Darby 
Canyon, sometimes called the Fossil Mountain Ice 
Cave. 

Obscure because it lies on the "wrong side" of 
the Tetons from the major tourist trade, the 
Fossil Mountain Ice Cave can be reached from 
Jackson Hole either by hiking well over twenty 
miles, including some bushwhacking and route 
finding—rather a long approach for a weekend out-
ing—or by driving over Teton Pass (Wyoming 
Highway 22) into Idaho, then following a gravel 
road to its end up Darby Canyon (back into 
Wyoming and into Targhee National Forest), then 
hiking four miles up the south fork of Darby Can-
yon on a steep switchback trail that is covered 
with snow for eight months of the year. 

I have visited the ice cave four times, thrice in 
June and once in November, and I have never 
found the trail two miles beyond the roadhead 
because of snow cover. On the November trip there 
was three feet of snow during a year with rela-
tively light autumn snowfall, and it took three-
and-one-half hours to break trail for the four-mile 
hike to the cave entrance. Even in late June I've 
been able to glissade down the snow-covered scree 
slope below the cave entrance, saving time on the 
return trip. 

Karst topography dominates much of the west 
slope of the Teton Range, limestone formations 
that have been acted upon by underground water 
that has created caves and sink holes. This in-
cludes Darby Canyon, which lies across the ridge 
(southwest) from Alaska Basin, just over the 
Teton hydrologic divide from the Death Canyon  

Shelf. All this part of the range is composed of 
sedimentary layers that cover the metamorphic 
core of the Teton Range, which has been exposed 
through tilting, lifting and erosion in the higher 
peaks of the central part of the range. 

The Ice Cave lies in the heart of a limestone 
mountain that forms the west side of the South 
Fork of Darby Canyon. Erroneously called Fossil 
Mountain (it does contain fossils, but the real 
Fossil Mountain lies across the canyon), this mass 
of sedimentary rock is honey-combed with caves 
and caverns, and a great deal of water moves 
through the core of this spelunker's paradise. For 
example, the entrance to Wind Cave, a mile north 
of the Ice Cave (and a mile nearer the trailhead), is 
guarded in early summer by a raging torrent flow-
ing out of the cave, the mouth of which has a two 
hundred-foot-high ceiling. The waterfall resulting 
from this stream's drop into the South Fork of 
Darby Canyon was frozen solid when we passed it 
on our trip to the Ice Cave in November, but in 
June any logical route into the Wind Cave is 
effectively blocked by the forceful flow of water. 
Technical climbers can force an entrance into the 
cave above stream level, but the noise is 
deafening. 

The Ice Cave leads into the rock wall where the 
scree slope meets the cliff face. A small scattered 
copse of mostly stunted sub-alpine fir and a verti-
cal finger of rock set off a few yards from the cliff 
face mark the entrance, which looks more like a 
talus cave than a water-carved cavern. Broken 
rock and the dust of centuries greet the explorer in 
the high-ceilinged vestibule less than twenty feet 
wide, but the action of seeping, even running 
water, soon becomes evident, and the first of the 
ice is visible from the cave entrance, once the eyes 
have become accustomed to the dim light. 

On my first trip into the Ice Cave in 1957, 1 was 
a complete novice at spelunking. Seven of us clam- 
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ored into the cave, wearing climbing boots, but no 
crampons: we slid all over the place. The floor 
seemed solid ice, but a six- to eight-inch crevasse 
six to eight feet deep gave us some concern. The 
passage sloped downward slightly and varied from 
three to six or seven feet wide. The walls were of 
limestone coated with rime or with tiny ice crys-
tals; in several places we could see fossils embed-
ded in the walls. 

About two hundred yards from the entrance, the 
main cave turned sharply to the right, but nothing 
else changed much for another hundred yards or 
so. Then in three giant steps, the floor fell away. 
Even with the carbide lamps we wore on our caps, 
we could see little of what lay beyond. An inch-
thick hemp rope dangled over the edge of the dis-
appearing floor. We rigged a rappel and followed it 
to the top of the frozen waterfall, an arching flow 
of glistening rock-hard ice that dropped into a well 
or vertical hole, plunging into the earth (I've not 
explored its depths personally, but I have heard 
that it drops off about two hundred feet, with one 
small ledge about sixty feet down). We roped up 
for safety—one slip might precipitate any one of 
us into that well. 

Only Bill had ever been here before, and he knew 
his way around. He led us along a passage that 
doubled back under the floor of the upper level of 
the cave that we'd been following. At one point it 
drew in so narrow that we had to remove our 
packs to squeeze by. We dropped into a slightly 
lower level. Fantastic formations greeted our 
lamps at odd places along the wall where apparent-
ly surface water flowed into the cave and solidified 
when it met the lower temperatures of the cave 
(the temperature in the main cave stays below 
freezing, summer and winter). 

We found ourselves in a large room extending 
across in the direction of the tunnel we'd been fol-
lowing. At the far end a cone of white ice crystals 
attracted our attention. The Crystal Room lay just 
behind that cone, Bill informed us. As we ap- 
proached the cone, we found ourselves walking 
through slushy ice water several inches deep. We 
found a stepping-stone path along the right wall. 

Examining the cone, we found no way into the 
Crystal Room beyond. It was mid-June and we 
were the first party into the cave that year. Bill 
began chopping away at the top of the cone with 
his ice axe. The crystals flew, and the chopping 
sounds echoed throughout the cavern. In a  

moment he broke through into a tunnel barely big 
enough to crawl through—a tight squeeze. 

How can I describe the Crystal Room? The ceil-
ing is a massive network of ice crystals, roughly 
two inches across, hexagons of glistening cold fili-
gree. Irregular and rough, the roof vaults so that 
the walls and ceiling are actually one, like an 
Indian teepee; the whole spectacular dome boggles 
the mind with its beauty. 

It lies in total darkness, but even the flicker of a 
single match can turn on the light, and the beam 
of a flashlight is suddenly exploded into ten 
thousand lights by the reflective power of the ice 
crystals. The floor is a complex of rock, ceiling 
debris and frozen river. The latter looks like a 
stream flowing over a rocky bottom, but it is solid 
ice several inches thick. The ice formations, both 
the ceiling filigree and the masses of smooth 
veneer, reflect the light of our carbide lamps. We 
are awed; silence reigns. The crunching of our 
boots on the debris that has rained from the 
ceiling irritates—no noise suits the scene, and in 
the silence we hear the rain of crystals: gentle, del-
icate, hauntingly beautiful. We are mystified—
such beauty hidden away in the bowels of the 
earth. 

Time has raced along, and the hour is late. We 
head back through the crawl, up the tunnel to the 
top of the frozen waterfall. We scramble up the 
slippery ice-covered rocks using the rappel line to 
help pull us up; we follow the passage to the vesti-
bule and see daylight for the first time in hours. It 
is snowing outside. We gather our gear, pack our 
packs, glissade down the slope and trudge down 
the canyon, reaching the cars just at dusk—a 
grand experience. 

During the intervening years, the Ice Cave has 
changed, no doubt about it, but its basic forma-
tions and more spectacular features are much the 
same today as they were more than fifteen years 
ago. It gets more use nearly every year, and per-
haps the time will come when restrictions will have 
to be placed on its use, especially if access is im-
proved. The South Fork of Darby Canyon is part 
of the Teton West Slope portion of the Targhee 
National Forest currently under study for inclus-
ion in the National Wilderness System, but while 
such designation will provide certain protections, 
it may increase the area's popularity. Too much 
use could cause problems, especially if unskilled 
spelunkers find it. El 
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the Ice Cave in November. Plowing 
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bip at  ; 
Accept the challenge of North Americas 
highest peak, 20,320' Mount McKinley. 

Expedition climb with professional guides 
in small parties via West Butress route. 

This year AME will offer three expeditions to Mount Mckinley 
The tentative dates for the 1977 climbing season are: 

May 2nd, 30th and June 27th. 

The total cost for the 19 to 25 day expedition is 
$950 which includes: 

all transportation between Anchorage and the 
kahiltna Glacier, high qualify food, and all group equipment. 

Aw
Write for brochure, equipment list and application to: 

'AME for the experience of a lifetime 

Alaska Mountaineering Expeditions 
Summer. Wmtet 

TALKEETNA, ALASKA 99676 Bar 231. Copper Mounta!n, Colo. 80443 

April 10 to August 10 August 11 to AprI 9 

Over the Cascades in 1882 
from page 13 
the guide and Lt. Backus nearly drowned. A be-
wildering trail continued on the south bank, then 
another crossing of the main river. A summer 
lodge across the Skagit River was found after an 
anxious search for Indians; canoes brought the 
party across, thus saving a doubtful rafting. The 
older Indian here claimed "he had never seen a 
white man go or come that way, and that it was 
impossible for any one but an Indian to keep the 
trail." Pierce exchanged ponies for a ride to the 
nearest steamboat. As the "hollow logs" passed 
lodge the barking of a dozen wolfish dogs gave 
rude greeting. Camp 29 was at Sterling, a logging 
camp 12 miles above Mt. Vernon, and here the 
party ate a ravenous supper prepared by the red-
shirted saloon landlord. 

Pierce concluded the route had no military use, 
and that the mountain barrier was enough to keep 
the coastal and interior Indians separated from an 
alliance. "This reconnaissance of 295 miles, 
through a territory never traversed by white men, 
will, I trust, add to a correct understanding of the 
geography of the country." Apparently Pierce did 
not know of the 1877 crossing, but from the old 
miner he learned of a pass to the north, where 
creeks "practically sever the mountain. As travel 
became rough and brushy, Pierce's estimated dis-
tances tended to err: he estimated it was 37 miles 
Lake Chelan to Cascade Pass (about 29 miles) and 
he estimated 51 additional miles to the Skagit 
(about 27 miles). 

Pierce had great praise for his men. He remarked 
on Downing's talented map drafting, and that his 
sketches "are perfect transcripts from nature so 
far as the pencil could make." Nelson A. Miles, 
commanding officer of the Department of the 
Columbia, endorsed Lt. Pierce for the efficient 
manner of performance and the valuable informa-
tion obtained. General William T. Sherman later 
that year submitted Pierce's report and map to the 
Secretary of War and advised publication. Addi-
tionally he advised the need for further exploration 
and that resources be brought into reach of emi-
grants expected to throng to Oregon and Washing-
ton Territory on railroad completion. Lt. Symons 
endorsed the report: "Lt. Pierce has been entirely 
misled concerning the second head of Lake Chelan. 

the river called by him Pierce's River is in fact 
to page 40, please 
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At JHMG we recognize 

that technique is perhaps . 

• the most important piece of 
equipment a climber can have. 

Our 8 day Compleat Climber Camp is 
an intensive climbing seminar to give you 

this "equipment". A guide and four climbers 
spend 8 days climbing, roaming, and learning 
in the alpine Wind River Range of Wyoming. 
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ASCENDERS 
Each Ascender is tested 

to 1000 pounds. Its smooth 
rounded teeth produce 

little or no rope damage. 
Especially applicable to 

equipment haulage, group 
ascents, fixed rope and 

rescue operations. Operates 
on icy or muddy ropes. 
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ASCENDERS with Spring Wire & Quick Release Pins 

ROPE • SLING • CARABINERS 

GIBBS PRODUCTS 
854 Padley Street 

Salt Lake City, Utah 84108 

OVER THE CASCADES IN 1842 continued 

the Ste-he-kin. Other than this serious mistake the 
report of Lt. Pierce is valuable." 

Lt. Samuel Rodman made a trek to the head of 
the Twisp in the summer of 1883, after the death 
of Pierce, to seek a new pass. An overland explor-
ation and a canoe trip to the head of Lake Chelan 
proved there is only one head. After the General 
Sherman expedition of 1883 Lt. Goethals was 
ordered to join Lt. Backus for another pass scout-
ing, a trek that probably reached Twisp Pass; the 
result was that they felt the route possible for a 
wagon road. In 1896 the State of Washington be-
gan to convert this "trail" into a trans-Cascade 
wagon road. In the Stehekin River drainage, the 
route had already been improved by miners. That 
summer John Rouse and George Rowse made their 
discoveries at Doubtful Lake. In the following ex-
citement railroad surveys were made along the 
Stehekin River, but construction did not follow; 
eventually a truck road was built to Horseshoe 
Basin, one which served the mines until they 
closed in the 1950's. The map of Washington 
Forest Reserve (1898) showed a wagon road part 
way up Cascade River and trails located over 
Cascade Pass, Park Creek Pass, Thunder Pass, 
Rainy Pass, State Pass and Crater Pass. Road 
builders, railroad surveyors, dam engineers, and 
miners continued a long search for communica-
tions across the North Cascades. Fortunately the 
very ruggedness of the route travelled by Lt. 
Pierce saved it from excessive development, 
though the North Cascade Highway and Ross 
Dam now mar a wilderness resource whose great-
est ultimate value is preservation near its natural 
primitive state. In the haste to use new existing 
technology land administrators have gone too far 
in the building of roads, trails, and dams, the cut-
ting of virgin forests. Hopefully, the men that 
manage the North Cascades for future mankind 
will inherit and apply a wisdom that has been 
sadly lacking this century. Emotion has a greater 
validity than engineering in this unique landscape 
of scenic marvel. 

Source of the Pierce manuscript: Records of the 
Office of the Adjutant General, Record Group 94, 
National Archives. I have simply appeared here as 
the author's literary consor, and due to the neces-
sity of vast reduction, the thread of narration has 
many interruptions. El 
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1977 EAST AFRICAN EXPEDITION 
July 8 - 31 

Choice of activities. Hike and climb in Mt. Kenya National Park; 
ascend Kilimanjaro; enjoy superb sightseeing in Kenya, 
Tanzania and Uganda. Inquire: 

Iowa Mountaineers, P.O. Box 163, Iowa City, Iowa 52240 

NORTHERN LIGHTS - 

ALPINE RECREATION Z 
, 4 

Mountaineering Weeks (Basic - Advanced) 
First Ascent Weeks z 
Alpine Hiking Treks > 
Exploratory Climbing Expeditions 

Arnör Larson, #399, Invermere, B.C. 

s c r e e 
Two-Man Expedition to Makalu Planned 

A two-man expedition to the West Ridge of 
Makalu in the 1977 pre-monsoon period received 
sponsorship from the American Alpine Club at the 
December 1976 Board of Directors meeting. The 
two men, John Roskelley and Dr. James H. 
States, believe that this small group may be a fore-
runner of other similar expeditions. The climb is 
planned in an alpine—rather than expedition—
style, with no oxygen, the final push to be made in 
about ten days. 

Teton Ranch Going Well 
The Climbers Ranch in the Tetons, operated by 

the American Alpine Club for all climbers, had a 
usage of 4168 bed-nights during the 1976 climbing 
season, according to manager Rick Loo. This in-
cluded an increase of 460 bed-nights in June, when 
the Ranch opened on the 15th instead of the 25th 
as in previous years. The extra income from the 
increase was used for re-roofing, and may make 
possible an addition to the bunkhouse. 

New A.A.C. Section for Washington, D.C. Area 
Climbers residing in the greater Washington, 

D.C. area, including Maryland and Virginia, in 
December requested the American Alpine Club 
Board of Directors to approve the formation of a 
Potomac Section. AAC members in this area have 
heretofore belonged to the New York Section, an 
impractical arrangement geographically speaking. 
The Board approved the new Section. Other AAC 
Sections are Alaska, Oregon, Sierra Nevada, New 
England, Cascade, Rocky Mountain and Southern 
California. 

—Ruth D. Mendenhall 
Doug Haston Killed 

In mid-January, 1977, Scottish climber Dougal 
Haston was killed in an avalanche near Leysin, 
Switzerland. Only 34, Haston had many notable 
mountaineering ascents including the first ascent 
of the Eiger Direct, one of the most difficult climbs 
in the Alps, 1966; winter ascent of the North Face 
of the Matterhorn; Cerro Torre Expedition; Anna-
puma South Face Expedition, reaching its sum-
mit; International Everest Expedition, 1971; 
British Everest Expedition, 1972; First Ascent 
Changabang, 1974; climbed Everest Southwest 
Face, 1975. He was Director of the International 
School of Mountaineering in Leysin. 
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8now' Lion 

drHUNDER BAY PARK& 
When you're gonna get wet 

and you can't get cold. 
This tough, carefree parka is designed 
to take abuse. With a 65/35 polyester-
cotton outer shell and two offset 
layers of quilted PolarGuard® 
insulation, Snow Lion's Thunder Bay 
is made for people who demand a 
parka that won't yield to the rough, 
wet and cold. 
Its rugged, windproof shell is water 
repellent yet breathes to allow 
PolarGuard's natural "wicking" action 
to keep your body warm and dry. 
Special features include: two outside 
PolarGuard-filled cargo/handwarmer 
pockets with Velcro®  closures, 
"extended fabric snap system" for 
attaching the optional hood, and 
precise hand cutting of each garment 
section to assure a perfect fit. All seam 
edges are overlock stitched to choke 
off internal fraying, a technique 
developed by Snow Lion. 
By combining the long-lasting 
continuous filament PolarGuard with 
an enthusiastic and innovative 
approach to design and production, 
Snow Lion has revolutionized modern-
day thinking about lightweight 
insulating systems for wilderness 
travel. In fact, over 40 expeditions have 
chosen Snow Lion PolarGuard 
products this year! For more about 
Snow Lion and PolarGuard, write 
for a free catalog and the name of 
your nearest dealer. 

L*7M 

P0. Box 9056 Dept. SM 
Berkeley, CA 94701 
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Ft. Collins, Colorado—the late '601s. 

The Jugerrnauf 

An extract from Pat Ament's forth-
coming biography of John Gifi. 

On Thanksgiving Day, 1976, I was 
following John Gill into the "Lost 
Canyon" southeast of Pueblo, Colo-
rado. Along with Dave Rearick and 
my wife Paula, we bouldered and 
spent a relaxing day in the sun. 
Rearick occasionally wandered away 
from us to explore the exotic, silent, 
cactus country or look for Indian pet-
roglyphs. I spent most of the time 
filming, trying to get some footage of 
Gill on rock. The difficulty of filming 
John was that he preferred not to 
pose, so I had to work around him, 
frequently tripping over my tripod or 
quickly having to crank the camera 
with Gill in the middle of a move. 

A light wind blew across the land, 
over the strange, ruddy sandstone 
faces, softly stirring small, delicate 
leaves of the cottonwoods. Cactus 
cloisters stood ominously almost 
everywhere, waiting for the right mo-
ment to reach out and grab someone. 
Paula used her climbing shoes to re-
move a clump of painful spears from 
John's leg. 

The canyon river was shallow, ice-
encrusted, freezing brown slush 
which we had to wade with grimaces. 
Paula made the last half of the cross-
ing more easily after procrastinating 
in the middle and realizing that she 
was as far away from one shore as the 
other. Rearick expressed relief that 



Veedau woo, Wyoming—late '60's. 

the river was not a step wider, be-
cause had it been, he wouldn't have 
survived the crossing. It was a slight-
ly humorous sensation wandering 
about for a while with no feeling be-
low the knees. 

After recovering, we watched John 
climb "the Juggernaut," a fanatical 
conception for which he was eager to 
sacrifice a little energy. The idea of 
the route was to ascend a horizontal 
line of small fingerholds along the lip 
of a large roof, then to go up an over-
hanging prow. Gill's feet hung in 
space, as he traversed out toward the 
overhanging prow. It was perhaps the 
most marvelous sequence of moves on 
a boulder that Rearick, Paula, or I 
had ever seen. Through the lens of 
the camera, Gill was perfect. He was 
himself, alive, permeated with spirit. 
He didn't need to be recognized as a 
climber or to receive notoriety for his 
skills. Just to be able to boulder was 
enough. The landscape, the flat hills, 
the obscure, dust-laden summits and 
small, rock-bottom poois sufficiently 
stimulated him. The breeze no longer 
blew, but the pungent fragrances of 
the desert flourished. John had found 
an area that was in harmony with his 
temperament. Gill reflected oneness, 
clutching the prow itself. He was bal-
anced in an eerie lighting, in a 
cryptic, photogenic blur of freedom 
and friendship. He was humble and 
intelligent, aware of the brevity of life 
and fragility of experience. He 
climbed with a distinct love, a silhou-
ette on a horizon, never seeming to 
wilt. In the late autumn afternoon, 
throughout the flowerlike desert 
beauty and cosmic space which we all 
shared that day, Gill's magic grew. 

Once to the top of the Juggernaut, 
he looked about at the endless scat-
tered boulders, searching for more of 
them but content with those he had 
found. Winter was not far off. His 
wife Dorothy was at home, cooking an 
elaborate dinner for us and expecting 
us to return soon. As we finished 
bouldering and walked to the car, Gill 
glanced back at the canyon, thinking 
that the new routes he saw would 
have to wait until spring. He stood 
overlooking the canyon on a precari-
ous high rim of rock under a brilliant 
Thanksgiving sky, a climber trans-
forming with his mind the ridiculous 
into sense. El 
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John Gill, America's most legen-
dary boulderer and climber, has been 
central in transforming bouldering 
from merely "training for longer 
routes" to art worthy of respect itself. 
In 1969, the America Alpine Club 
published Gill's "The Art of Boulder-
ing," and the climbing world—vaguely 
aware of Gill's ability to do a one- 

Art Twomey, Canadian 
member of the 1977 
New Zealand Mt. Everest 
Expedition, which will 
attempt the mountain 
alpine-style, has tried a 
lot of parks. We won't 
repeat what he said 
about them. Just that he 
chose a YAKPAKTM  for 
Everest. 
Our catalog is free in North 

America. (Elsewhere $1 US, re-
fundable with purchase.) 

The Yak Works P.O. Box 
70256-D Seattle, WA 98107. 

finger pull up—sat up to take notice. 
Here was no gimmick artist, but a 
serious climber who had dedicated 
hundreds of hours training body and 
mind and accomplishing short climbs 
of previously unconsidered difficulty. 

In Master of Rock, a forthcoming 
biography of Gill, Pat Ament clearly 
outlines Gill's personal development 
over the years and communicates 
Gill's finely developed sense of climb-
ing aesthetics. The book contains 
additional perspectives by Yvon 
Chouinard, David Rearick, Paul 
Mayrose, Jim Erickson, and Steve 
Wunsch. Gill's own point of view is 
profoundly conveyed in an extensive 
interview with him. Master of Rock is 
7" x 10", hardcover, 200 pages, and 
includes 200 photos from Gill's per-
sonal collection taken between 1955 
and 1976. It may be ordered direct 
from Alpine House, P.O. Box 1763, 
Boulder, Colorado 80306, $9.20, plus 
75 cents postage. 

I* am 
The MOUNTAINEERS 
719 Pike St., Seattle, WA 98101 

ReaOers 

Comment 
Dear Editor: 

John Delmonte's points on high alti-
tude activity by the senior citizen 
(Summit, Dec. 1976) are certainly well 
taken and doubtless many will write of 
others with similar accomplishments. I 
think the achievements of Richard 
Hechtel of Redwood City, California are 
unusually outstanding in this regard. 
They include the following: 
Age Peak Elevation 
56 Noshaq, Afghan Hindu 

Kush 24,580 ft. 
59 Orizaba, Mexico 18,696 ft. 
61 Kenya, East Africa 17,058 ft. 
62 Lastelnya, Soviet Pamir 20,120 ft. 
63 Illimani, Bolivia 21,201 ft. 

Now going on 64, Richard still leads 
5.9 rock pitches and is thinking of the 
Caucasus for this summer. 
George Barnes 
Palo Alto, California 

Winter outdoors...with 
klL 

the experts ) SNOW TRA- El SNOW TRAILS by Gene Prater. Ski and 
snowshoe routes to over 200 Cascades 
destinations. Route details, maps. Where-
to-go for winter travel. $3.95 

SNOWSHOEING by Gene Pra-
ter. How to choose and maintain 
snowshoe equipment; complete 
how-to book on snowshoeing 
techniques for all terrain. $3.95 

0 El MOUNTAINEERING FIRSTAID 
by Dick Mitchell. Compact hand-
book for dealing with remote- 
area accidents, illnesses. $2.50 oN  

El HIKING NOTES 
El CLIMBING NOTES. Nicely-

bound notebooks with pre- 

000 
printed pages to log outdoor 
trip details. 160 pp.  $2.95 ea. 

— — — — —  — -- — — -- — I 
I At book, outdoor stores, or by mail (postpaid); I 
I add 5.4% tax in Wash. State. I 

Name I 
Street 

City I 
State _________________7ip. 

Su I 
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CRAMPON STRAPS 
OUR STRAPS ARE HANDMADE... 
THE BEST IN THE WORLD! 

Beck Crampon Straps are 
made of neoprene nylon. 
Will not stretch! - . - will 
not ice up! Fasten tightly 
and you will never have to 
adjust again. Used by 
experienced climbers and 
expeditions around the 
world. 

Write for FREE catalog 

BECK OUTDOOR PROJECTS 
DEPT. M 

BOX 1038 CRESCENT CITY 
CALIFORNIA 95531 

Tiee one on. 
And hang one up. 

This illustration plus three others are reproduced in 
a seven color, 16" x 24" poster. It's dynamite and, it's yours 
for only one dollar. Send to: Mammut Climbing Ropes, Dept.4, 
1234 Fifth Street, Berkeley, California 94710, USA. 
Technical information available. Dealer inquiries invited. 

A division of The North Face. 

Dear Editor: 
I was very interested in reading Jim 

Lamont's article on his ten-day solo ski 
trip through Banff National Park, as 
I've done several extensive winter solo 
trips in Colorado. I was interested in the 
differences of style between Mr. Lamont 
and myself. The longest solo trip that 
I've made in Colorado was thirteen days. 

I commend Mr. Lamont on the success 
of his trip, however, I'm sorry he didn't 
make a better clarification of the dangers 
of solo winter travel. 

The dangers of avalanche, sickness, 
and injuries are of a graver nature than 
in a party of two or more, and are multi-
plied by the fact that there's no support 
in the event of an emergency. Solo travel 
also requires greater endurance for 
breaking a trail without being relieved, 
and also requires careful judgment of 
objective dangers. 

On my solo trips, in the event of an 
emergency, I have two pieces of 
emergency gear to use. Mr. Lamont 
should have mentioned what type of 
emergency gear he carried. These are my 
two main items: 

An emergency locator beacon—
the same type as used by pilots in 
Vietnam. The beacon is about the size of 
a pack of cigarettes and weighs 10 
ounces. The beacon will transmit for 15 
hours on 243.0 MHZ, the international 
distress frequency. 

Firefly rescue light which flashes 
a bright white light of high candle 
power. The light is about the same size 
as the beacon and weighs about 8 ounces 
and lasts 6 hours. This strobe light is the 
perfect item on a dark night. 

It's good to have this type of equip-
ment, but it still doesn't guarantee safe 
passage through the mountains. 

Unlike Mr. Lamont, I use all of my 
down clothing and double boots. On this 
point I must admit I have had second 
degree frostbite on my hands and feet. I 
would rather carry an extra pound or 
two of clothing. 

Good physical condition, good equip-
ment, and good judgment are the key to 
winter solo travel. Going into the moun-
tains alone requires that you think 
clearly and plan out every move you 
make. 

I'm not advocating everyone should 
take up solo travel—it's a personal decis-
ion. You must think of all the conse-
quences, good and bad, before you go. 
Haisted Morris 
Denver, Colorado 
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,tack 
By Alvin R. McLane 

Located in the vast mountain wilderness of 
Nevada, Cracked Stack is a fragile shaft towering 
200 feet high. A sharp needle piercing the blue 
Heavens, it remained unviolated until late summer 
1975. The spire is formed of blocky quartzite which 
is somewhat loose. A crack near the top complete- 

ly splits the tower, which has given the stack its 
name. The steep and sometimes overhanging route 
provides a very sporting climb. 

This 150-foot route is rated 5.7. First ascent on 
August 29, 1975 by Alvin McLane, John Mc- 
Cartney and Ral Sandberg. El 
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MT. SHASTA 
TENT i 

Icy tower, 

Shrouded; 

By clouds of snow 

And clouds of doubt. 

Upward Surge—

Granite 

And Turbulent ice. 

Impassive. 

IMM  
AIR 

Ii 

CLIMBING 
SCHOOL 

INFERNkTONkL 
N'...OUNIkIN  

!EQUIPN\ENF INC.  

The finest in U.S. and European equipment 
from Paul Ross, Bill Aughton and 
Frank Simon 

U.S. Distributors of the Joe Brown Hard Hat,  
Clog, Karrimor, Troll & Berghaus Packs 

Box 494, Main St., North Conway, New  
Hampshire 03860 U.S.A. Tel. 603-356-5287 

New mail order catalog available November 1 

VEHICLES 

-ç 

Our 3-man tent, now in 
its second year of production, 

is available at select retail 
outlets in the U.S. and Canada. 
Weighing only 8 lbs., the design 
features an external tripod with 
shock-corded aluminum poles. 
Ventilation, clearly superior 
to any tent, is provided by 

two zippered nylon windows, 
two peak tunnel vents and 

large dual-zippered entrance, 
all backed with mosquito-proof 
netting. Everything packs into a 

7 x 20 inch water-proof container. 
Write for free brochure & 

the address of your nearest dealer. 

Clear Creek 
14361 Catalina St. 

San Leandro, CA 94577 
DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED 

Commander of lowlands 

Companion to the stars; 

Servant to none. 

And yet enticing; 

Luring adventurers—

Seekers of the infinite. 

The high and mighty peaks, 

Ever steely grey 

With forbidding tidings— 

A vehicle of dreams. 

—John Longnecker 
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Ice climbing in the Wind Rivers of Wyoming. Photo by A. Carson 
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Odds 49 Lads 
CLIMBING SCHOOLS & GUIDE SERVICE 

BOYS. 15-20. We offer a COLORADO Mountain-
eering experience unequalled anywhere. Small 
classes, large results. Contact THE CLIMBING 
SMITHS, 10101 E. Colorado Ave., Denver, Cob. 
80231. (303) 755-0377. ------------ 
INSTRUCTION IN THE ARTS OF ALPINISM. 
Dinwoody Glaciers Expedition 1977. Limit of 4 
students, 2 instructors. Applicants should be 
familiar with basic (easy 5th class) rock climbing 
methods. ACROMANIA MOUNTAINEERING, 
P.O. Box 10141, Cheyenne, Wyoming 82001 USA. 

BASIC ROCK CLIMBING COURSES: Held in 
mid-west's finest area. Top rated; perfect safety 
record. Veteran mountaineer instructors. Seven-
day courses beginning May 7 and running 
through June 10. Available for academic credit. 
INQUIRE: IOWA MOUNTAINEERS, 30 Pros-
pect Place, Iowa City, Iowa 52240. 

INTERNATIONAL MOUNTAIN CLIMBING 
SCHOOL: We have the most experienced instruc-
tors in the East. Situated in the White Moun-
tains, we have superb rock and ice climbing. 
Classes are year round, 2-5 days. Write: Director 
Paul Ross, c/o International Mountain Equip-
ment, Main Street, Box 494, North Conway, New 
Hampshire 30860. 

RAINIER MOUNTAINEERING INCORPOR-
ATED—the most complete snow and ice climbing 
school in the United States offers climbing semi-
nars and summit climbs. For brochure write to 
RMI, 201 St Helens, Tacoma, WA 98402. 

OVERALL OUTFITTERS offers basic and inter-
mediate rock climbing instruction, personal and 
group outings and quality equipment. 62 Route 
22, Green Brook, New Jersey 08812. (201) 968-
4230. 

THE SIERRA NEVADA SCHOOL of Mountain-
eering, and the Mt. Whitney Guide Service of 
Lone Pine, California WILL NOT be in operation 
for the summer season 1977. 

DESERT ALPINISM—DISCOVER THE 
SINAI. Endless rock routes to open on granite 
walls of up to 600 meters!! Marvelous trekking in 
an unspoiled wilderness of high mountains and 
deep canyons. We run hiking tours from 6 - 21 

days and Climbers' Camps" for rock-route pio-
neers. Write: 'HARON" P.O. Box 1848, Ramat 
Gan, Israel. 

SUMMIT ORDER FORM 

Please enter my subscription to SUMMIT for 

U 1 Yr., $7 LI 2 Yrs., $12 LI 3 Yrs., $16.50 

NAME 

STREET 

CITY STATE ZIP 

Send check or money order to: 

SUMMIT, a mountaineering magazine 

P.O. Box 1889, Big Bear Lake, CA 92315 

GUIDED CLIMBS & EXPEDITIONS 

IOWA MOUNTAINEERS' EAST AFRICA EX-
PEDITION. Leave July 8 for three weeks. Varied 
schedule. Visit Kenya, Tanzania, and for those 
who wish, Uganda. Hike, climb or sight-see. 
Kilimanjaro will be ascended, others visit Kenya 
area. Super sight-seeing schedule. Inquire: Africa, 
P.O. Box 163, Iowa City, Iowa 52240. 

Mt.McKINLEY CLIMBS via West Buttressor 
Kahiltna-M uldrow Traverse. Expedition training 
seminar. Guided climbs on Mt. Foraker, Mt. 
Hunter and in the Ruth Glacier area. We offer 
small expeditions, ensuring a more personal 
touch. Write: P.O. Box 10078, Klatt Station, 
Anchorage, Alaska 99502. 

CLIMB MT. McKINLEY—June 1 to June 25, 
1977—with Nelson Guides, 2507 - 78th West, 
Tacoma, Washington 98466. 

PERU CHINCHAY EXPEDITION. Bob 
Schneider and Don Whillans will lead a group of 4 
mountaineers to the Cordillera Blanca, Peru in 
June 1977. Total cost, including airfare, $2,750. 
Write MOUNTAIN CRAFT, P.O. Box 622, 
Davis, CA 95616(916) 758-4315. 

ALASKA. Now taking applications for summit 
climbs to: MT. MC KINLEY, MT. FORAKER, 
MT. HUNTER. Also Argentina's MT. ACON-
CAGUA. Write: Ray Genet, Alaska Mountain 
Expeditions, Talkeetna, Alaska 99676. (907) 733-
2306. 

FROM DARJEELING, trek the highlands of 
India— visit Sikkim—with top Sherpa guide and 
porters. Jan. 1 to Feb. 1, 1977. From Darjeeling, 
climb unnamed peaks and trek in newly opened 
Garhwal area with top Sherpa guide and porters. 
March 1 to April 1, 1977. Write Nelson Guides, 
2507 - 78th Ave., W., Tacoma, Washington 98466. 
Telephone 206-564-3109. 

EQUIPMENT REPAIR 

RESTORE LOFT AND WARMTH to your down 
sleeping bag and parka. We dry-clean w/approved 
Stoddard fluid process. FREE patching & mend-
ing. Baffled bags $10.50, sewn-through $6. Exped. 
parkas $8.50, sewn-through $6; vests $4.50. 60/40 
parka shells $5.50 includes waterproofing. Zip-
pers, zipper slides and snap buttons replaced at 
nominal cost. Hiking boots resolted w/Vibram, 
$14.95. Call (212) 925-2632 for U.P. pick-up or 
bring or mail items to Leon Greenman's Down 
East Enterprises Ltd., 93 Spring St., NYC 10012. 

SEMINARS 

MOUNTAIN MEDICINE and RESCUE SEMI-
NAR. For mountaineering physicians, expedition 
leaders, and climbing groups. May 28th to 30th. 
Group Rates Available. For information, write: 
PALISADE SCHOOL OF MOUNTAINEER-
ING, P.O. Box 694, Bishop, CA 93514. 

OUTDOOR LEADERSHIP SKILLS TRAIN-
ING. Year-long training program, intensive work-
shops, expeditions, and formal courses; college 
credit and degrees available. Write for brochure, 
schedules. Rick Medrick, Director. Outdoor Lead-
ership Training Seminars, 2220 Birch, Denver, 
Colorado 80207. 

EQUIPMENT 

RUGBY SHIRTS. Genuine NZ made from heavy 
cotton, all colours & sizes. US $10, airmail $3 
extra. ALP SPORTS, Box 553, Christchurch, 
New Zealand. (Dealer enquiries welcomed.) 

BISHOP'S ULTIMATE OUTDOOR EQUIP-
MENT: ULTIMATE: Field tested on Mount 
Everest, External frame, 2-3 person, weighs 10 lb. 
$277.50 (Options available.) PACKLITE II: 
Unique and versatile, 2-3 person, weighs 71/2  lbs. 
$157.00. NET TENT: Weighs 4 lb., $69.00. For 
brochures send 25 cents to Appalachian Outfitters 
Box 4-S, Oakton, VA 22124. 

GOING OUT OF BUSINESS SALE: 150 ft. x 
11mm Edelrid Perlon. Assorted colors. $64.00. 
Serac Specialties, 1230 N. Quinn St., Arlington, 
VA 22209. 

THE FORREST MOUNTAIN SHOP is a new 
climbing specialty shop in Denver with all of our 
Forrest gear and much more. Stop in. 1517 Platte 
St. (303) 477-1722. 

ALASKA MOUNTAIN COMPANY: Talkeetna-
Based Expedition Outfitter. Equipment sales and 
rental, expedition food supplies. To order, 
Write: AMC, Talkeetna, Alaska 99676. (907) 733-
2306. 

MOUNTAINEERING LITERATURE 

EXPLORING ALASKA'S MOUNT McKINLEY 
NATIONAL PARK, the 312-page, authoritative 
guide to the park, includes chapters on mountain-
eering, hiking, geology, wildlife, etc. Profusely 
illustrated with maps, drawings and photos. 
Written by and available from: Alaska Travel 
Publications, Inc., P.O. Box 4-2031A, Anchorage, 
Alaska 99509. $8.95 postpaid. 

MOUNT McKINLEY CLIMBER'S GUIDE: 
1:25,000 scale map, West Buttress, Western Rib, 
Muldrow Glacier & Cassin Ridge route descrip-
tions, photographs, equipment, logistics. $5.50 
postpaid from Alaska Alpine Company, Box 1044, 
Anchorage, Alaska 99510. 

A few complete sets of 1976 issues of SUMMIT 
Magazine, unbound, available. $8.50 postpaid. 
Send check or money order to SUMMIT, P.O Box 
1889, Big Bear Lake, CA 92315. 

A CLIMBER'S GUIDE TO JOSHUA TREE 
NAT'L MONUMENT. Revised and updated. 227 
pages. 116 photos, 21 in color. 325 routes. Lexide 
cover $12.50, hardbound $17.50 (postpaid). 
Joshua Tree Guide, 225 Tanforan Lane, Diamond 
Bar, Calif. 91765. 

TREKS & BACKPACKING 

MOUNTAINEERING Treks in NEPAL. Send 
for detailed information. MOUNTAIN TRAVEL, 

1398 SOLANO-SM71, ALBANY, CA 94706 

BIGFOOT EXPEDITION in California and 
Oregon for Hikers and Backpackers. Free Cata-
log. BEAMER EXPEDITIONS, Dept. 5T27, 
Box 285, Canoga Park, CA 91305. 

Right young guy wanted for BACKPACKING, 
MOUNTAINEERING, TENNIS, weekends. I'm 
39, male, very experienced. Box 2792, Evergreen, 
Colorado 80439. 
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